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Family With Joyful Life

Farmer with Good Yield
Personal Introduction of Mr. L V Das

Working with EFICOR Since 2005

Since 2013 Involving with Community Watershed & Food Security Project in Madhya Pradesh (Bundelkhand Region)

It is Drought Prone area of Madhya Pradesh State
Formation of the Community as CBOs
Economical & Environmental Development

- To Control the Stress Migration through WHS/RWHS works to provide the employment.
- At the same time to concentrate on the Protection of the Environment
- To Reduce the soil Erosion, Soil Moisture, Ground Water Increase, Rainwater Control,
Achievements in Implementation of Eco-Village Development

Preparation for the Community to Implement the Project

1. Formation of the CBOs (Village Watershed Committees)
2. Trained on the Gat Survey and Net Planning with Local CBOs and PRI
3. Preparation of the Net Planning for Develop the Watershed Activities
Watershed Activities Implementation

- Land Treatment
- Pond Renovation
- New Pond Constructions
- Stop Dam Constructions
- Stone Bunding to control the soil erosion
Some Pictures on WHS Activities

Land Treatment Work

Pond Renovation Work
WHS/RWHS Works Pictures Continuation .......

New Pond Construction

Stop Dam Construction
Stone Bunding and LT Completion
Environment Protection and Food Security

After the Land Treatment and WHS/RWHS works Green Economy

- Kitchen Gardening
- Vermi Compost Pits
- Organic Forming
- SRI & SWI Cultivation
- Multi Cropping (Inter Cropping)
- Demonstration Form within the Community (Village)
- Linking with Horticulture/Agriculture/KVK/Like Minded NGOs
Some of the Pictures

Kitchen Gardening

Vermi Compost
Linkage With Govt. and Various NGOs

Block Consultation

Dist. Consultation
Project Exit Plan

- Preparation of Micro Level Plan for 5 Years
- Jan Surkasha Samiti (Apex Body)
- FPO for market Linkage and Best price for the Yield.
Thank You